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Installation Steps
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3.Blow

1.Pour

Water                            with light mist. Follow-up with enough water pressure spray to 
clean the fines of the material from the surface while completely saturating the joints 
*Pay special attention not to place high pressure water directly on the joint which can 
result in displacement prior to setup. (Repeat this step until full depth penetration of 
the water into the joint has been achieved. Continue to spray/clean until all residue 
has been removed from surface) 

Organic-Lock binder is active and able to resist erosion immediately upon watering.

Pour                            evenly on 
surface of hardscape material.  

2.Sweep
Sweep                            into 
joints of desired hardscape 
material

Sweep surface clean. 
Blow off surface dust with leaf 
blower or equivalent. Failing to do 
this can leave surface residue that 
may cause flagstone  surface 
staining.

4.Water

• Controls Erosion   • Flexible   • Self Healing   • Re-Usable   • Inhibits Weeds and Insects

  • Reduces Maintenance   • Works in all Climates   • ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY!

1.8666.ENVIRO (368476)
info@envirobond.com
www.envirobond.com

Do not install                        
 
above the stone 
surface.

up to 2”

bedding layer

made with
for joints greater 
than 3/8 of an inch

                        uses Organic-Lock to bind the fine particles of a scientifically designed 
crushed stone mixture, together with its slightly larger particles. Water activates the 
Organic-Lock, which swells into a glue-like gel.  After saturation, the swelled glue locks the 
crushed stone particles together, minimizing erosion and weed infestation.

Organic-Lock is the strongest, self-healing organic glue on the market. It is made from 
100% naturally occurring materials! The added strength given by the larger particle 
sizes of the crushed stone provides an increased integral strength in the joint, making it 
ideal for large joint applications.  e.g. flagstone.

                        will flex with the settling of the ground to prevent cracking, which is  a 
common problem found in concrete mortar joints and synthetic polymer type products.  
This cracking is the direct result of the newly formed monolithic system, created by the 
permanent bond in the joint. Because the                          is self-healing, your system

AUTHORIZED DEALER

remains segmental as moisture acts to 
continually activate the gluing properties of 
the Organic-Lock. The material can be 
removed if needed, it can be reworked or it 
can actually be used elsewhere as the bond 
remains active.

Let stand

5-10 minute
s

Made from 100% 

naturally occurring 

materials!

ORGANICALLY STABILIZED JOINTING MATERIAL
A living, flexible joint for segmental systems. Made from 100% naturally occurring materials!

Think green.
Live green.

Do not combine other 
materials into the joint 
as this will compromise 
the effectiveness of the 

Be sure to install                       
                              the 
joint all the way up to 
the surface of the 
stone material.

made with recycled content
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